Use of a gel-forming dipeptide derivative as a carrier for antigen presentation.
A dipeptide of the formula Fmoc-Leu-Asp and some other related dipeptides were synthesized in solution by standard methods. When such peptides are dissolved in water at concentrations below 1% at 100 degrees C and cooled below 60 degrees C they form turbid solutions and eventually viscoelastic gels at lower temperatures. Such gels are thermoreversible and can also be disrupted by mechanical agitation. At a concentration of 2 mg/ml the peptide Fmoc-Leu-Asp forms an aqueous gel at 60 degrees C with a shear modulus of 80 Pa measured at a frequency of 1 rad/s. Peptide solutions undergo an abrupt increase in light scattering between 1 and 1.5 mg/ml at both 23 and 60 degrees C. By analogy with previous observations of other systems, this increase appears to be due to the formation of filamentous micelles and the aggregation of filaments into a three-dimensional network. When low molecular weight adamantanamine derivatives, which are inherently non-antigenic antiviral drugs, were incorporated into the Fmoc-Leu-Asp gel and injected into rabbits, high titre specific antibodies were efficiently produced without the need for additional adjuvant. Both the physical properties of the gel and its effect on the antigenicity of low molecular weight compounds suggest a number of practical applications.